Who we are

Piber Group offer innovative and complete solutions for the food packaging and can help the customer step by step in the development of a new product, from the design to the packing details and to the accomplishment of a food packing production line.

The history of the Piber Group starts in Italy, thanks to three founding brothers. It is the amazing adventure of a family that was able to turn-around a small craft-based company into Italy’s most important group producing injection moulded plastic containers for food use.

Product description

Piber Group a leading partner of excellence in the sector, Production of rigid plastic packaging, developing different technologies, injection and thermoforming solutions.

Decoration of the unprinted injection or thermoformed packaging in a PERSONALIZED packaging through offset print, serigraphic print, flexography or sleeve and cardboard applications.

Our catalogue contains a wide range of cups, tubs, glasses, cutleries, trays and lids, for ice cream, frozen food, desserts, cheese, as well as thermosealing machines for foodstuff.

Contacts

Tel.: +39 0383.6901
Marco Bergaglio: Marco.Bergaglio@pibergroup.com

www.pibergroup.com